Abstract-We study the problem of finding a minimum energy broadcast tree in duty cycled wireless sensor networks. In such networks, every node has a wakeup schedule and is awake and ready to receive packets or transmit in certain time slots during the schedule and asleep during the rest of the schedule. We assume that a forwarding node needs to stay awake to forward a packet to the next hop neighbor until the neighbor is awake. The minimum energy broadcast tree minimizes the number of additional time units that nodes have to stay awake in order to accomplish broadcast. We show that finding the minimum energy broadcast tree is NP-hard. We give two heuristic algorithms for finding energy-efficient broadcast trees in such networks. We performed extensive simulations to study the performance of these algorithms and compare them with previously proposed algorithms. Our results show that our algorithms exhibit the best performance in terms of average number of additional time units a node needs to be awake, as well as in terms of the number of highly loaded nodes, while being competitive with previous algorithms in terms of total number of transmissions and delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a densely populated network consisting of a large number of battery-operated nodes capable of computation and short-range wireless communication. As the battery power of nodes is limited and it is not always possible to recharge or replace batteries, energy-efficient operation is crucial to extending the network's lifetime. A key technique used for energy-efficient operation is the utilization of a sleep mode: nodes in sensor networks usually remain active for a very brief period of time and stay dormant or in sleep mode for relatively long periods to save energy. Such networks are known as duty cycled wireless sensor networks. During an active state, a node is able to sense an event, transmit a packet or receive a packet, or even stay idle. In sleep mode, it turns all its functional modules off, except a timer to wake itself up. Clearly the energy consumption during sleep mode is much less than that in any other mode. However, going into sleep mode is not without cost. In fact, there is a significant amount of energy as well as time required to change from sleep mode back to transmit mode.
Recently several papers have pointed out that neglecting the so-called switching energy to switch from one mode to another can lead to algorithms with sub-optimal energy consumption or reduce network lifetime [1] - [3] . Ruzzelli et al. [4] report measurements on three different chipsets for sensor nodes that show that at low traffic load, the switching energy can dominate the energy required for transmission.
Thus, depending on the traffic conditions, it is not beneficial to switch to sleep mode at every opportunity.
For instance, what are the options of a forwarding node that receives a packet and needs to forward it to one or more neighbors? The active time slots of its neighbors are not necessarily synchronized either with the node itself or with each other. One option is for the node to go into sleep mode and wake up and transmit the packet when its first neighbor wakes up, and thereafter repeatedly switch between sleep and transmit modes until it has delivered the packet to all the relevant neighbors. Indeed several papers make this assumption in analyzing the energy costs of their algorithms [5] , [6] . However, as mentioned earlier, this model ignores the high switching cost of switching from sleep to transmit mode. Another option as assumed in [7] , is for the node to stay awake until it has delivered the packet to all next-hop neighbors. This option not only has the merit of simplicity, it is clearly more energy-efficient when the switching cost is high, when there are many neighbors, or when there are only a few slots in between the active times of different neighbors. This is the model we assume in this paper.
Broadcast is a fundamental communication service in WSN, which is used for example, to send control messages to all nodes during network configuration time, to propagate interest/query messages at the time of data acquisition, or to synchronize nodes to monitor certain events [6] . Energy efficiency of the broadcast operation is therefore essential for increasing the lifetime of the network. In this paper, we are interested in the problem of energy-efficient broadcast in duty cycled wireless sensor networks. Energy-efficiency is measured in terms of the number of extra time units forwarding nodes need to stay awake in order to forward packets to accomplish the broadcast. We formalize the problem in the next section.
A. Problem Formulation
A Duty Cycled WSN is a triple G = (V, E, M ) where V is the set of nodes in the network, E ⊆ V × V is the set of links and M u is the Wakeup Schedule of node u and is a binary array of length n where,
1 if node u is in active state in time unit i 0 otherwise
Our goal is to provide broadcast service with minimum energy consumption in duty cycled WSNs. To accomplish this task usually a broadcast tree is constructed. A broadcast tree is a directed spanning tree rooted at a source node such that a message from the source node can be sent to every other node in the network using the edges of the tree. Since a parent node has to stay awake until it delivers the packet to all its children in the tree, the number of active time units for the parent node is usually greater than that specified in its wakeup schedule. For example, a parent node that is active at time slot 2 and has two children that are active at time slots 5 and 7 needs to be active for five additional time units in order to send the packet to both its children.
We define cost(T ), the cost of a broadcast tree T , to be the total number of additional time units that the nodes in the tree remain awake in order to accomplish the broadcast. The problem that we are interested in is the Minimum Energy Broadcast Tree (MEBT) problem, that is: Given a duty cycled network G = (V, E, M ) and a source node s ∈ V , find a broadcast tree T rooted at s for G such that cost(T ) ≤ cost(T ) for all broadcast trees T for G.
In our experiments, we also consider additional cost measures that have been studied previously such as the minimum number of node transmissions, the maximum delay and average delay dictated by a broadcast tree.
B. Our Results
In this paper we investigate the MEBT problem for duty cycled WSNs. We show that the MEBT problem is NP-hard by reducing 1-in-3 SAT to it. We propose two polynomial time algorithms to construct an energy-efficient broadcast tree for the MEBT problem: Spanning Tree with Incremental Cost (STIC) and MST Edmonds. We describe several variants of a sweep operation similar to the one in [8] , that can be applied to a given broadcast tree to reduce its cost. Our experimental results show that this operation substantially reduces the cost of the broadcast tree, and generally also improves the performance according to other cost measures. We evaluate the performance of the algorithms using extensive simulations and compare the results with two existing algorithms named Centralized Set Cover based Approximation Algorithm (CSCA) [5] and Shortest Delay Tree (SDT) which is adapted from One-toAll Broadcast Algorithm (OTAB) [9] . The experiments show that both MST Edmonds and STIC have the best performance for the MEBT problem, and they also result in fewer heavily loaded nodes as compared to the two existing algorithms. Their performance is also competitive in terms of the number of node transmissions and maximum and average delay.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II lists the related work and Section III presents the NPCompleteness result. Section IV describes the algorithms in detail, while the simulation results are given in Section V. Finally some conclusions and future directions are presented in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Broadcasting in wireless ad hoc networks has been the subject of intensive study;however, broadcast in duty cycled WSNs is comparatively not as well-studied in the literature. In [10] , an energy-optimal tree is constructed where a node always chooses the best quality link to ensure successful transfer of a message. The authors of [6] formulate the broadcast problem in duty cycled WSNs as the shortest path problem in a time-coverage graph and present a centralized algorithm to achieve energy efficiency by minimizing forwarding cost and latency. The authors of [11] deal with the broadcast operation in large scale duty cycled WSNs and propose an adaptive algorithm to dynamically schedule message forwarding, which does not depend on global synchronization and uses only local topology information. The ADB (Asynchronous Duty Cycle Broadcasting) algorithm proposed in [7] is integrated with the MAC layer and dynamically optimizes the broadcast at the level of transmission to each individual neighbor of a node. ADB substantially reduces energy consumption, network load, and delivery latency while achieving good delivery ratio.
We compare the results of our algorithms with two existing algorithms in the literature: Centralized Set Cover based Approximation (CSCA) [5] and an adapted version of OTAB [9] named SDT (Shortest Delay Tree). The authors of [5] considered the minimum number of node transmissions problem in uncoordinated duty cycled wireless ad hoc or sensor networks and proved that this problem is NP-Complete. The CSCA algorithm consists of two phases. Set U i is defined as the collection of nodes with active time slot i in G(V, E) and Cov i (v) as the set of nodes in Disk(v) with active time unit i. Phase 1 determines a minimum covering node set C i for each U i in a greedy fashion so that ∪ v∈Ci Cov i (v) = U i . Phase 2 constructs a backbone structure by connecting all ∪ i∈T C i to s through some connectors, where T is the length of wakeup schedule. Simple Layered Coloring algorithm (SLAC) [12] , Enhanced Layered Coloring algorithm (ELAC) [12] and Oneto-All Broadcast Algorithm (OTAB) [9] minimize the delay of broadcast operation in duty cycled wireless ad hoc networks. All these algorithms construct a broadcast tree using Dijsktra's algorithm for shortest paths where the cost of an edge (u, v) is defined as delay to transmit a message from node u to node v. Then they generate a collision free broadcast schedule by applying the concept of Independent Set (IS), layered approach of graph coloring on the broadcast tree.We eliminate the phase of resolving collisions from OTAB for the purpose of fair comparison with our proposed algorithms and named the adapted version as SDT. None of the papers mentioned above consider the problem in terms of the number of additional time units that nodes need to stay awake in order to complete the broadcast operation.
III. NP-COMPLETENESS RESULT
In this section, we show that the decision problem version of the MEBT problem is NP-hard.
Theorem 1: Given a duty cycled wireless sensor network G = (V, E, M ) and a source node s ∈ V , the problem of determining if there exists a broadcast tree rooted at s for G with cost at most W is NP-complete.
Proof: Given a candidate broadcast tree T rooted at a source node, we can calculate the cost and check whether it is greater than W in polynomial time. So the problem is in NP. We will show that the problem is NP-complete by reducing the 1-in-3 SAT problem to it. G for variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and
Tree edges are shown in bold.
Let the 1-in-3 SAT instance consist of n boolean variables x 1 ,x 2 ,. . . ,x n and m clauses C 1 ,C 2 ,. . . ,C m where C j = y j,1 y j,2 y j,3 and the three literals y j,1 ,y j,2 ,y j,3 ∈ {x 1 , x 1 , x 2 , x 2 , . . . , x n , x n }, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. We construct the minimum energy broadcast tree instance G = (V, E, M ) corresponding to this 1-in-3 SAT instance. The vertices and their wakeup schedules are specified as follows:
• There is a source node S 0,0 where
• For each boolean variable x i there are two corresponding nodes S i,1 and S i,2 and M Si,j [1] = 1 and
• For each boolean variable x i there is an additional node X i with M Xi Now the set of edges E is constructed as follows:
• Every node S i,j is within the transmission range of S 0,0 , where,
• X i is within the transmission range of S i,1 and S i,2 , where, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
• SC j is within the transmission range of S i,1 when x i is a literal of SC j , where,
We claim that the MEBT instance has a broadcast tree of cost n if and only if the original 1-in-3 SAT instance has a satisfying assignment. Figure 1 shows G for 1-in-3 SAT instance consisting of variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and
The broadcast tree of cost 3 corresponding to the assignment x 1 = T , x 2 = F and x 3 = T is shown in bold and corresponding change in the broadcast schedule is shown for the responsible nodes. The proof is omitted because of lack of space.
IV. ALGORITHMS
In this section, we present two polynomial time heuristic algorithms for the MEBT problem.
A. Spanning Tree with Incremental Cost (STIC) Algorithm
This algorithm is similar to Prim's algorithm for minimum cost spanning tree [13] , and differs only in that costs are dynamically updated. A similar idea was used in [14] , but with a different notion of cost. It is important to note that our algorithm creates a spanning tree of the original graph, but not necessarily a minimum spanning tree. As in Prim's algorithm, we iteratively add the lowest cost node to the tree, starting with the root node. The cost of an edge (u, v) is initialized to w(u, v) = t − t (mod n), where t and t are the active time units of u and v respectively and the subtraction is done in modulo n arithmetic. However, when a node is added to the tree, the number of additional time units that its parent u needs to stay awake in order to transmit the message to its other children, say v not yet in the tree is reduced. The cost of those edges is therefore updated to w (u, v) = w(u, v) − active(u), where active(u) is the number of time slots for which u was already active. In every iteration, an edge with lowest w (u, v) is added into T . This process continues until all nodes are in the tree. The broadcast schedule is dictated by the tree and the cost is computed. The complexity of the algorithm is O(m lg N ) when G is sparse and O(N 2 ) when G is dense, where m is the number of edges and N is the number of nodes.
B. MST Edmonds Algorithm
This algorithm is based on Edmonds' algorithm for finding the minimum cost spanning tree in a directed graph [15] . We consider the wireless sensor network G = (V, E, M ) as a directed graph and proceed through the following steps: 1) Weight Calculation: As before, the cost of an arc (u, v) is calculated as w(u, v) = t − t (mod n). 2) Initialization: All the incoming arcs into s are discarded and for every node u other than s, its lowest cost incoming arc is selected as its only incoming arc. This set of N − 1 arcs is denoted by S. 3) Contraction of Nodes: If S does not contain a cycle, then S is the desired broadcast tree. Otherwise, for each cycle C, all the nodes involved in C are replaced by a pseudo-node p(C) in G and the resulting graph is denoted by G . Let x(C) be the cost of the minimum cost arc in C. The weight of each arc which enters a node j in C from some node i outside C is modified as w(i, p(C)) = w(i, j) − (w(pred(j), j) − x(C)), where pred(j) is the predecessor of j in C. We recursively call the algorithm on G . 4) Extraction of Nodes: Given the broadcast tree S that is the output of the recursive call, each pseudonode v in S is replaced by the nodes involved in the original cycle corresponding to v. The arc (i, v) in the tree S corresponds to an arc (i, x) in the original graph G where x ∈ C. We include the arc (i, x) in S and remove the incoming arc into x in the cycle C. This ensures that S is a tree.
After constructing a broadcast tree T , the broadcast schedule is determined and the cost is calculated. The complexity of the algorithm is O(m lg N ) for sparse graphs and O(N 2 ) for dense graphs.
C. The Sweep Operation
In this section, we show how to reduce the cost of T constructed by all of the algorithms using a sweep operation. A similar idea was used in [8] to adjust transmission powers of nodes in a previously constructed solution.
The main idea of our sweep operation is to scan the nodes of T in some pre-specified order. When a node u is scanned, we check for each node v that can be reached from u without increasing the active time of u, whether making u the parent of v will decrease the cost of the tree. To avoid creating a loop, this process excludes the nodes between u and s in T . Clearly, this process may decrease the cost of T but never increases it. The complexity of sweep is O(N 2 ), where N is the number of nodes. The sweep operation can be applied multiple times, but experiments show that significant improvement is achieved at the first application and repeating sweep rarely improves the result. The order in which nodes are scanned can have an effect on the result. We consider five different node orderings:
• Increasing order of node ID (sweep)
• BFS order of nodes (bfs)
• Bottom up order of nodes (buo)
• Decreasing order of active time units (dec)
• Increasing order of active time units (inc)
In our experiments, we denote a broadcast tree algorithm augmented by a particular type of sweep by Algorithm sweeptype. For example, the MST Edmonds algorithm augmented by a sweep in order of increasing order of active time units (inc) is called MST Edmonds inc.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We conducted extensive simulations in order to compare the performance of the proposed algorithms with the existing algorithms CSCA [5] and SDT [9] . The main performance metrics used were the average number of additional active time units per node, the distribution of energy usage over the nodes, the number of node transmissions, the maximum and average delay of the broadcast operation.
In all our simulations, we used Java Platform (JDK 6 update 14). We generated networks where the nodes were distributed uniformly at random in a geographic area of 200 m by 200 m. The number of nodes in a network is denoted by N . We considered networks with N = 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350 and 400. For each value of N , we generated 1000 connected graphs and they were stored in a file. For each value of N , the same graphs were used across all simulations. All the results in this section are averaged over 1000 topologies. We used the density measures of 8, 10 and 12 (node density is the average number of neighbors of a node); however only results for node density 12 are shown here because of lack of space. Results for other densities are similar. For each topology, a source node which is responsible for initiating the broadcast message is selected at random. Every node in the network is accompanied with a wakeup schedule which is a binary array of fixed length. We used the schedule length sch len of 5, 10, 15 and 20 in our experiments and assigned a single randomly chosen element of the array to be 1 while other elements are assigned to be 0. This corresponds to a node being active for a single unit of time during the schedule. The results are presented in the following sections.
A. Effect of Sweep Operation
As shown in Table I , all variants of sweep operations generally reduce all the cost measures for all our algorithms. The only exceptions are the maximum and average delay for STIC and SDT. However, the sweep variant that gives the best result for different combinations of cost measure and broadcast tree algorithm is not always the same. The best sweep variant for different combinations is presented in Table II . In the remaining sections, we always use the best sweep variant of the algorithm when comparing with other algorithms.
B. Average Additional Active Time Units per Node
We compare the performance of the best variants of all four algorithms for this cost measure. As shown in Figure  2 , for all schedule lengths, the best result is achieved by MST Edmonds bfs, which is closely followed by STIC inc, while SDT inc achieves the worst result. STIC inc, CSCA bfs and SDT inc produce about 8%, 16% and 44% more average additional active time units per node respectively as compared to MST Edmonds bfs. As shown in Table I , for N =400 and sch len = 20, the sweep operation obtains an improvement of about 16%, 14%, 16% and 31% over the original algorithm for STIC, MST Edmonds, CSCA, and SDT respectively in terms of the average additional active time units per node.
C. Distribution of Energy Usage
Another performance measure of broadcast algorithms is the distribution of energy usage. Even if the average energy spent by nodes is reasonable, if there are many nodes with high energy expenditure, then the network can be disconnected or become inoperational. We determined the percentage of nodes that are active for at least t time slots in the schedule, for all values of t. Figure 3 shows the distribution of energy usage for the best sweep variants of all four algorithms. At node density 12, STIC inc, CSCA bfs and SDT inc generate about 3.87 Figure 3 , the difference is more pronounced for nodes with larger numbers of active time units, which are the nodes that are likely to disconnect the network. Thus, MST Edmonds bfs not only constructs a tree with the lowest average number of additional time units per node, it also appears to create fewer highly loaded nodes, thus increasing the network lifetime.
D. Total Number of Node Transmissions
As shown in Figure 4 , the CSCA bfs algorithm generates the least number of messages. This is to be expected because CSCA was designed to minimize the number of node transmissions. SDT inc generates the worst performance. STIC inc and MST Edmonds bfs are second next to CSCA bfs as they minimize the number of node transmissions significantly with MST Edmonds bfs producing the better result. Although the results generated by STIC inc and MST Edmonds bfs are similar for lower values of N , the difference becomes more noticeable for larger values of N . As shown in Figure 4 , at node density 12 for N =400, STIC inc, MST Edmonds bfs and SDT inc generate about 24%, 15% and 41% more transmissions compared to CSCA bfs. 
E. Maximum and Average Delay of Broadcast Operation
In contrast to the previous cost measures, all versions of the sweep operation increase the maximum delay for STIC and SDT, while they reduce the maximum delay for MST Edmonds and CSCA as shown in Table I . At all node densities, SDT generates the smallest value of maximum delay among all the algorithms. As shown in Figure 5 , STIC generates the performance nearest to it. MST Edmonds bfs performs better than CSCA bfs for node density 12. At node density 12, and for N =400, MST Edmonds bfs generates 106.62%, STIC produces about 36.05% and CSCA bfs produces about 119.92% more delay than SDT. However at smaller values of N and for smaller densities, the difference between the algorithms is smaller.
As with maximum delay, all versions of the sweep operation increase the average delay for STIC and SDT, while they reduce the average delay for MST Edmonds and CSCA. SDT obtains the smallest average delay and our algorithm STIC exhibits the nearest performance to it. In fact, at node density 12, STIC generates average delay less than the SDT algorithm for N < 150, as shown in Figure 6 . 
F. Choice of Schedule Length
Although the average additional active time units per node is smaller for lower values of sch len than larger values of sch len, this does not give an accurate measure of the actual energy consumption with different values of schedule lengths. To ensure a fair basis for comparison, we determine the total active time units a node needs to be active for a single broadcast within a time period of 60 units if the algorithms work with sch len 5, 10, 15 and 20. We describe our results for MST Edmonds bfs for N =400 at node density 12. With sch len 5, a node stays awake for 12.5700 time units while it remains awake for 5.5950 time units with sch len 20. Clearly it is much more energy-efficient to work with a longer schedule length, if broadcast operations happen infrequently and if a smaller duty cycle is not dictated by other reasons.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we formulated the MEBT problem and proved that it is NP-hard. We proposed two polynomial time algorithms MST Edmonds and STIC for constructing an energy-efficient broadcast tree in a duty cycled WSN and several variants of a sweep operation to improve the cost of broadcast tree. Simulation results show that our algorithms outperform other previous algorithms in terms of total number of additional active time units and produce the lowest number of highly loaded nodes, with MST Edmonds being the best of all algorithms. At the same time, they have good performance in terms of maximum and average delay as well as number of node transmissions. MST Edmonds is better than STIC in terms of the minimum number of transmissions, while the latter algorithm has better delay performance. Our algorithms are centralized; finding an efficient distributed implementation remains an interesting topic for future work. Finding efficient algorithms with provable performance ratios also remains an interesting problem.
